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A Mechanism-Image Fusion Approach to
Calibration of an Ultrasound-Guided Dual-Arm

Robotic Brachytherapy System
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and Zeyang Xia , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Implementation of robotic systems has signif-
icantly improved the flexibility and accuracy of prostate
brachytherapy. In our previous study, an ultrasound (US)
guided dual-arm robotic brachytherapy system was devel-
oped. This system was integrated with an end-effector for
needle insertion and an end-effector for US probe. The
calibration accuracy of the system determines the effec-
tiveness of the whole system. However, existing calibra-
tion methods are mechanism-based calibration methods
or image-based calibration methods. With these methods,
external tracker and complex phantom are needed, which
may result in accumulative errors. Therefore, this article
presents a mechanism-image fusion approach to calibra-
tion of a US-guided dual-arm robotic brachytherapy sys-
tem. With this approach, no tracker or complex phantom is
needed as the dual-arm robotic system can use one arm
as a substitute for tracker and phantom to calibrate the
other arm. The needle-tip positions localized by the mech-
anism and image are utilized while the needle is also the
controlled object of needle insertion. Experiments using
three registration algorithms were performed, and results
were evaluated utilizing the leave-one-out cross-validation
method. The results showed that the calibration accuracy
of the whole system is 0.65±0.31 mm. Additional exper-
imental and parametrical comparisons of the proposed
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method with the state-of-the-art methods were conducted,
and the results justified the outperformance of the pro-
posed method.

Index Terms—Calibration approach, dual-arm robotic
system, mechanism-image fusion, ultrasound (US) guided
brachytherapy.

I. INTRODUCTION

PROSTATE cancer is a prevalent cancer among men. Ac-
cording to surveys [1], [2], prostate cancer may be diag-

nosed in 1 out of 9 men during their lifetimes. The American
Cancer Society’s estimates for prostate cancer in the United
States for the year 2020 are about 191930 new cases and about
33330 deaths. Brachytherapy was proposed to treat prostate
cancer and has already benefitted a significant portion of the
population for treating cancer and maintaining their quality
lives [3]–[5]. The permanent low-dose-rate brachytherapy is
the primary treatment for prostate cancer that benefits intense
localized therapy in the prostate and has a shorter hospitalization
period (1 to 2 days) than external beam radiation therapy. But
this method usually needs the permanent insertion of around
100 tiny radioactive seeds for the localized irradiation of the
prostate, which results in many side effects, instabilities and
high-cost procedures [6], [7]. In recent years, robotic systems
have been introduced to improve prostate brachytherapy accu-
racy [8]–[12]. In particular, the dual-arm robotic system has a
significant advantage in the image-guided brachytherapy field
because the integrated ultrasound (US) probe and the needle are
controlled separately to realize various needle insertion angles in
a very narrow space [13], [14]. Therefore, a US-guided dual-arm
robotic brachytherapy system was developed in our previous
study, where the calibration accuracy of the system directly
influences the effectiveness of the whole system.

Existing calibration methods can be roughly classified into
two categories, mechanism-based calibration and image-based
calibration. The mechanism-based calibration method is mainly
used for robotic system calibration [15], [16]. In mechanism-
based calibration, Wang et al. [15] proposed a calibration method
for the multiple cooperative robots. In this method, the cal-
ibration problem for multiple robot cooperation was formu-
lated as a fundamental problem of solving a matrix equation
AXB = YCZ, and an efficient iterative solution was used. But,
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the proposed method with existing methods.

this method usually requires good initial estimates that are not
always easy or possible to be obtained. To address this, Ma
et al. [16] proposed a probabilistic approach of solving the
AXB = YCZ calibration problem without a priori knowledge
of the temporal correspondence of the data. However, with
these exiting methods, an external tracker, such as camera is
needed, which results in accumulative errors. The image-based
calibration method is mainly used for US probe calibration
[17]–[30]. In image-based calibration, most calibration methods
require a phantom to provide a set of fiducials, where the N-wire
phantom method is a traditional US calibration method [20],
[21]. To avoid the isotropic fiducial localization errors, Carbajal
et al. [22] proposed an improved N-wire phantom freehand US
calibration method based on the middle wires and improved
the calibration accuracy. Afterward, Najafi et al. [25] proposed
a multiwedge phantom calibration method to achieve higher
calibration accuracy. In this method, the calibration matrix was
solved with a closed-form solution, which enables easy, fast, and
accurate US calibration. Recently, inspired by Carbajal et al.
[22], Shen et al. [27] proposed a novel method that considered
all the wires to perform probe calibration and achieved better
results. However, with these existing methods, external tracker
and wire/wedge phantom are needed, which also may result in
accumulative errors. Besides, Hungr et al. [31] constructed a
small rubber sleeve with a softball at the needle end, which
improved the localization of the needle-tip of US images in
the water, but also resulted in extra errors due to the softball
simultaneously. Kim et al. [32] used a planar surface mockup
as a phantom, which also brought in extra errors due to the
mockup. Afterward, this calibration method [32] was applied
to a robot-assisted approach for transrectal US (TRUS) guided
prostate biopsy [33], and the results showed that this approach
is feasible and has the potential to significantly increase the
detection of prostate cancer.

In summary, these existing methods were mechanism-based
calibration methods or image-based calibration methods, which
needed external tracker and complex phantom, as shown in
Fig. 1. With these methods, external tracker and complex phan-
tom may result in accumulative errors. As a result, they cannot
ensure a sufficiently high calibration accuracy. Therefore, we

Fig. 2. US-guided dual-arm robotic system for prostate brachytherapy.
(a) Needle end-effector. (b) US probe end-effector.

present a mechanism-image fusion-based calibration approach
to a US-guided dual-arm robotic brachytherapy system in this
paper. In this article, one arm of the dual-arm robotic system
is used as a substitute for tracker and phantom to calibrate
the other arm, which will ensure a sufficiently high calibration
accuracy for the US-guided dual-arm robotic brachytherapy
system. The effectiveness of the proposed calibration approach
was validated through experiments in our developed US-guided
dual-arm robotic brachytherapy system using three registration
algorithms. Additional experimental and parametrical compar-
isons of the proposed method with state-of-the-art methods were
conducted to thoroughly evaluate the outperformance of the
proposed method.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
describes the proposed mechanism-image fusion approach to
calibration of a US-guided dual-arm robotic brachytherapy sys-
tem. The experiments and results are presented in Section III.
The discussion about the proposed approach’s characteristics is
presented in Section IV and finally, Section V concludes this
article.

II. MECHANISM-IMAGE FUSION CALIBRATION APPROACH

A. US-Guided Dual-arm Robotic Brachytherapy System

Previously we developed a US-guided dual-arm robotic sys-
tem (see Fig. 2), which consists of a dual-arm robotic system, a
US machine with a 2-D US probe, and two end-effectors. The
schematic of this system is shown in Fig. 3. Some details about
the specific parts of the robotic setup are given below.

1) Dual-Arm Robotic System: The dual-arm robotic system
consists of a robot controller with a robot operating system
(ROS) and a dual-arm robot (YASKAWA SDA10F [34]), which
was integrated with an end-effector for needle insertion (defined
as needle end-effector) and an end-effector for US probe (defined
as US probe end-effector) on each arm, respectively. The needle
end-effector consists of an inserting needle and two motors [see
Fig. 2(a)] and is mounted onto the end-flange of the right robotic
arm for needle insertion. The two motors drive the needle to
move forward and to rotate, respectively. Here, to reduce the
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the US-guided dual-arm robotic system for
prostate brachytherapy.

prostate deformation in the insertion process, the rotation motor
is only used to drive the needle’s rotation while being inserted
into the prostate. The US probe end-effector mainly consists of
a US-probe and a motor [see Fig. 2(b)] and is mounted onto the
left robotic arm’s end flange for TRUS scanning. The motor is
used to drive the needle to move forward.

2) US Machine: A DC-80 PRO color Doppler US machine
with a CB10-4E 2D US probe (Mindray Medical Corporation,
Shenzhen, China) was integrated into the robotic setup to ac-
quire US image sequences. The US probe’s central frequency is
6.5 MHz and its field of view is 2π/3 radians. The US image has
a 1080 × 720 resolution with 0.19 mm/pixel and a 7 cm reflex
depth.

In the US-guided dual-arm robotic brachytherapy system, the
needle end-effector and US probe end-effector are controlled
separately. The needle-tip needs to be accurately inserted into
the prostate tumor. Therefore, the whole system needs to be
ensured in high calibration accuracy. The following section will
describe the proposed mechanism-image fusion-based calibra-
tion approach to a US-guided dual-arm robotic brachytherapy
system.

B. Overall Framework of Calibration Approach

Unlike single-arm robotic systems, we observed that the dual-
arm robotic system can use one arm as a substitute for tracker and
phantom to calibrate the other arm. Therefore, the arm integrated
needle end-effector of the dual-arm robotic system is used as a
substitute for tracker and phantom to calibrate the other arm
integrated US probe end-effector. The transformations involved
in the US-guided dual-arm robotic brachytherapy system are
shown in Fig. 4. The dual-arm robotic system includes two
robotic arms with the same base frame (defined as R frame).
Therefore, the needle-tip position in R frame can be calculated
by two transformation routes relative to the needle end-effector
and the US probe end-effector, respectively

RTER · ERPNtip = RTEL · ELTPtip · PtipTI · IPNtip (1)

where ERPNtip is the position vector of the needle-tip (defined
as Ntip frame) relative to the end-flange frame of the right robotic
arm (defined as ER frame); RTER is the transformation matrix

Fig. 4. Transformations involved in the US-guided dual-arm robotic
brachytherapy system. (R: Robotic base frame. ER: End-flange frame
of the right robotic arm. EL: End-flange frame of the left robotic arm.
Ntip: Needle-tip frame. Ptip: US probe-tip frame. I: US image frame.).

Fig. 5. Overall framework of the proposed calibration approach. (R:
Robotic base frame. ER: End-flange frame of the right robotic arm. EL:
End-flange frame of the left robotic arm. Ntip: Needle-tip frame. Ptip: US
probe-tip frame. I: US image frame.).

of ER frame relative to R frame; IPNtip is the position vector of
needle-tip in US image frame (defined as I frame); PtipTI is the
transformation matrix of I frame relative to the US probe-tip
frame (defined as Ptip frame); ELTPtip is the transformation
matrix of Ptip frame relative to the end-flange frame of the left
robotic arm (defined as EL frame), RTEL is the transformation
matrix of EL frame relative to R frame. Furthermore, RTER

and RTEL are obtained by ROS directly; IPNtip is calculated by
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Fig. 6. Procedure of mechanical calibration. (a) Moving the top-model-
tip to reference-tip. (b) Moving the needle-tip to reference-tip. (c) Moving
the US probe-tip to reference-tip.

manual annotation in the US image of needle-tip. The ERPNtip,
ELTPtip, and PtipTI are unknown and should be calibrated in this
system. Here, the probe-tip [see Figs. 6(c) and 8(c)] is designed
and fixed on the US probe instead of using the external tracker
and will be removed after calibration.

Based on the above analysis, a mechanism-image fusion
approach to calibration of the ERTNtip, ELTPtip, and PtipTI is
designed in this paper. The overall framework of the proposed
calibration approach is shown in Fig. 5. First, the ERPNtip and
ELTPtip are calibrated by building the position and posture
calibration model, respectively, in the mechanical calibration
process. Second, based on the mechanical calibration results,
sample data, and (1), the US probe calibration is built as a reg-
istration model [36]. Finally, the transformation matrix PtipT I

of the US probe calibration can be solved using a registration
algorithm. Here, the US probe is calibrated based on the needle
localization while the needle is also the controlled object of
needle insertion. Therefore, the calibration accuracy of this
approach could also benefit the needle insertion application.
The specific modeling and implementation of the mechanical
calibration and US probe calibration are described in the next
two sections.

C. Mechanical Calibration Modeling and Implementation

The rigid transformation matrices of ERTNtip and ELTPtip are
calibrated by building the position and posture calibration model
in this part. According to robot kinematics, the ERTNtip and
ELTPtip can be represented as

ERTNtip =

[
ERRNtip

ERPNtip

01x3 1

]
(2)

ELTPtip =

[
ELRPtip

ELPPtip

01x3 1

]
(3)

where ERRNtip and ELRPtip are the rotational matrices of
the Ntip frame relative to ER frame and Ptip frame relative to
EL frame, respectively; ERPNtip and ELPPtip are the position
vectors of the Ntip frame relative to ER frame and Ptip frame
relative to EL frame, respectively.

1) Position Vector Calibration: We observed that the robotic
arm can be a localizer due to the robotic system’s high accuracy,
Thus, a top-model [see Figs. 6(a) and 8(a)] is adopted to calibrate
the position vectors of ERPNtip and ELPPtip. This top-model

is designed with computer aided design (CAD) and fixed on
the end-flange of the dual-arm robot. The processed sketch of
mechanical calibration is shown in Fig. 6. Here, the top-model
is designed and finished with high accuracy by the factory.
Hence, the top-model parameter is calculated by combining
the CAD size and testing error size. That is to say, when the
top-model is fixed on the robotic end-flange, the model-tip’s
(defined as Mtip frame) position ERPMtip in the ER frame is
known. Therefore, when the model-tip is controlled to reach
the reference-tip position, the reference-tip position RPRtip in
R frame is represented in (4). After, the top-model is removed,
and the needle end-effector and US probe end-effector are fixed
on the right and left robotic arm, respectively. Similarly, when
the needle-tip and US probe-tip are controlled to reach the
reference-tip position, the needle-tip position RPNtip and US
probe-tip position RPPtip in R frame can be obtained and are
represented as

RPRtip = RTER · ERPMtip (4)

RPNtip = RTER · ERPNtip=
RPRtip (5)

RPPtip = RTEL · ELPPtip = RPRtip. (6)

Then, based on (4), (5), (6), and matrix operations, the
ERPNtip is calculated by inv(RTER) � RPRtip. The ELPPtip is
calculated by inv(RTEL) � RPRtip. The inv() stands for computing
the inverse of the matrix.

2) Rotational Matrix Calibration: Generally, the end-effector
frame is the same as the end-flange frame at default. However,
to get high calibration accuracy, the robotic tool control frame
calibration method [35] is adopted to calibrate the rotational
matrices of ERRNtip and ELRPtip as follows.

Step 1: The needle-tip is controlled to be positioned at a point
p1 by the dual-arm robotic system, and then the rotational matrix
RRER1 and position vector RPER1 of ER frame relative to R frame
can be obtained from the ROS. The p1 position in R frame is
calculated by RP1 = RRER1�ERPNtip+

RPER1 according to the
results of needle-tip calibration.

Step 2: The needle-tip is controlled to be positioned at another
point p2 by the dual-arm robotic system, and this translational
direction from p1 to p2 is defined as the y axial of the Ntip
frame. Similarly, the p2 position in R frame is calculated by
RP2 = RRER2�ERPNtip+

RPER2 according to the results of
needle-tip calibration, where RRER2 and RPER2 are the rotational
matrix and position vector, respectively, of ER frame relative to
R frame.

Step 3: According to coordinate transformation relation of
robot kinematics, the y-directional unit vector Ny of the Ntip
frame relative to R frame can be calculated in two different ways,
Ny = (RP 2 − RP 1)/‖RP 2 − RP 1‖ and Ny = RRER1 · ny ,
where ny is the y-directional unit vector of the Ntip frame relative
to ER frame. Therefore, based on the above two equations, ny

is calculated by

ny = inv
(
RRER1

) ·Ny. (7)

Step 4: The needle-tip is controlled to be positioned at another
point p3 by the dual-arm robotic system, and this translational
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Fig. 7. Framework of US probe calibration. (R: Robotic base frame.
ER: End-flange frame of the right robotic arm. EL: End-flange frame of
the left robotic arm. Ntip: Needle-tip frame. Ptip: US probe-tip frame. I:
US image frame.).

direction from p1 to p3 is defined as the z axial of the Ntip frame.
Similar to the above steps of calculating ny, the z-direction
unit vector nz of the Ntip frame relative to ER frame can be
calculated.

Step 5: Based on the above equations, the x-directional unit
vector nx of Ntip frame is calculated by nx = ny × nz, and the
z-directional unit vector nz should be updated by nz = nx × ny to
keep the mutual orthogonality of nx, ny and nz. Then according
to the robot kinematics, the rotational matrix of the Ntip frame
relative to ER frame can be represented by ERRNtip = [nx,
ny, nz]3 × 3. Similarly, we can calibrate the ELRPtip. Finally,
based on the calibration results of position vectors (ERPNtip

and ELPPtip) and rotational matrices (ERRNtip and ELRPtip), the
transformation matrices ERTNtip and ELTPtip can be calculated
by (2) and (3), respectively.

D. US Probe Calibration Modeling and Implementation

To calibrate the US probe, the arm integrated with the needle
end-effector of the dual-arm robotic system is used as a substitute
for tracker and phantom. The US probe calibration framework is
built, as shown in Fig. 7. The calibration process mainly includes
three steps: data acquisition, data processing, and calibration
modeling and implementation.

1) Data Acquisition: The sample data is taken in this step,
including the needle-tip’s position vector ERPNtip in ER frame,
the transformation matrix RTER of the ER frame relative to R
frame, the needle-tip’s position vector IPNtip in the I frame,
the transformation matrix ELTPtip of the Ptip frame relative
to EL frame, the transformation matrix RTEL of the EL frame
relative to R frame. Here, the RTER and RTEL are achieved by
ROS directly. The ERPNtip and ELTPtip have been solved in the
previous section. The IPNtip is calculated by manual annotation
in the US image of the needle-tip.

2) Data Processing: The point set PtipPNtip is calculated in
this step. First, (8) is achieved because the needle-tip position
in R frame can be calculated by two transformation routes
relative to the needle end-effector and the US probe end-effector,
respectively

RTER · ERPNtip = RTEL · ELTPtip · PtipPNtip. (8)

Fig. 8. Experimental setup of overall calibration. (a) Setups of moving
the top-model-tip Mtip to reference-tips Rtip1 and Rtip2. (b) Setups of
moving the needle-tip Ntip to reference-tips Rtip1 and Rtip2. (c) Setups
of moving the US probe-tip Ntip to reference-tips Rtip1 and Rtip2. (d)
Setup of taking needle-tip’s US image.

Then, based on (8), the PtipPNtip is calculated by inv(RTEL �
ELTPtip) � RTER � ERPNtip.

3) Calibration Modeling and Implementation: Inspired by the
problem of point cloud registration [36], the US probe is cali-
brated by building a registration model based on the PtipPNtip

and IPNtip. This model is represented by

PtipPNtip = PtipTI · IPNtip. (9)

Then, PtipT I can be solved by the point-to-point registration
algorithm. For example, the iterative closest point (ICP)∗ algo-
rithm [36]. Finally, based on the above operations, the prostate
tumor’s position in R frame is calculated by RPTumor =

RTEL �
ELTPtip � PtipTI � IPTumor, where IPTumor is the prostate tumor’s
position in I frame and can be calculated by manual marking or
image process technique.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The experimental design is first introduced in this section.
Then lots of experiments are conducted to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed calibration approach, including evalu-
ation of the mechanical calibration, evaluation of the US probe
calibration, comparison of the proposed method with existing
methods, and evaluation of execution time.

A. Experimental Design

The experimental setup of the overall calibration is shown
in Fig. 8. In the mechanical calibration experiment, Rtip1 and
Rtip1 are the two auxiliary reference-tips for calibration and
validation, respectively [see Fig. 8(a)]. As shown in Fig. 8(b)
and (c), we first calibrated and validated the position vectors
ERPNtip and ELPPtip of the needle-tip relative to ER frame and
US probe-tip relative to EL frame, respectively, according to
the Section II-C. Then, the rotational matrices ERRNtip and
ELRPtip of the needle-tip relative to ER frame and US probe-tip
relative to EL frame are calibrated, respectively, according to
the Section II-C. In the US probe calibration experiment, the
environment mainly consists of a dual-arm robot, a water tank,
the needle end-effector, the US probe end-effector, and a US
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Fig. 9. Overall calibration procedure. (R: Robotic base frame. ER:
End-flange frame of the right robotic arm. EL: End-flange frame of the
left robotic arm. Ntip: Needle-tip frame. Ptip: US probe-tip frame. I: US
image frame.).

machine [see Fig. 8(d)]. Based on the mechanical calibration
results, the transformation matrix PtipTI of the I frame relative
to Ptip frame is calibrated according to the Section II-D. The
overall calibration procedure is shown in Fig. 9.

To ensure the evaluative reliability and reduce to the random
factors’ effect, the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOO-CV)
[37] method is adopted. Specifically, if it has N sample points,
the LOO-CV is equal to N-fold cross-validation. That is to
say, the N-1 samples are used as the train set, and the left one
sample is used as the test set, and the N repeat experiments
are taken. At the same time, the mean absolute error (MAE)
and root-square-mean error (RMSE), similarly equal to point
reconstruction accuracy (PRA) [38], and standard deviation
(SD) are introduced for assessing the calibration accuracy of
the proposed method. The MAE, RMSE, and SD are defined as

MAE =
1
n

n∑
i=1

‖P real (i)− P cal (i)‖ (10)

RMSE =

√
1
n

∑n

i=1
(‖P real (i)− P cal (i)‖)2 (11)

SD =

√
1
n

∑n

i=1

(∥∥P real(i)− P̄cal

∥∥)2
(12)

where n is the number of repeat experiments that is equal to N of
N-fold cross-validation. The Pcal(i) and Preal(i) are the calcula-
tive position vector and real position vector in ith experiment,
respectively. The P̄ cal is the average value of the calculative
position vectors of n experiments. In the process of mechani-
cal calibration, the Pcal(i) is calculated by Pcal(i) = RTER(i)�
ERPNtip. The Preal(i) is the real reference-tip Rtip2’s position
vector relative to R frame in ith experiment that can be repre-
sented by Preal(i) = RTER(i) � ERPMtip. In the process of US

TABLE I
ACCURACY OF MECHANICAL CALIBRATION

probe calibration, the Pcal(i) is calculated by Pcal(i) = RTEL(i) �
ELTPtip � PtipTI � IPNtip(i). The Preal(i) is real needle-tip’s
position vector relative to R frame in ith experiment that can
be represented by Preal(i) = RTER(i) � ERPNtip.

B. Evaluation of Mechanical Calibration

To ensure that the experimental results are reliable, we,
first, evaluate the mechanical calibration accuracy, including
needle-tip calibration and probe-tip calibration. As shown in
Fig. 8(a)–(c), according to the usual condition of calibration
of the traditional robot reference frame [39], it took three re-
peatable calibration experiments of moving the needle-tip Ntip
and probe-tip Ptip to reference-tip Rtip1, respectively, according
to the mechanical calibration method. Then the average values
ERPNtip and ELPNtip of these three calibration results are used
as the needle-tip’s calibration results and probe-tip’s calibration
results, respectively. After, we took three repeatable testing
experiments of moving the needle-tip to reference-tip Rtip2
and probe-tip to reference-tip Rtip2 to calculate the calibration
accuracy of needle-tip and US probe-tip, respectively, based on
the (10)–(12). The results of calibration accuracy are given in
Table I.

As given in Table I, the MAE, RMSE, and SD of the needle-
tip calibration are only 0.19, 0.20, and 0.06 mm, respectively.
The MAE, RMSE, and SD of the probe-tip calibration are only
0.19, 0.21, and 0.12 mm, respectively. These results show that
the calibration accuracies of needle-tip position and probe-tip
position are effective and make a good foundation for the US
probe calibration of the system.

C. Evaluation of US Probe Calibration

In the experiments of the US probe calibration, since the
prostate volume is usually about 40 × 40 × 40 mm3, we took
64 sample points of the needle-tip’s position in R frame. These
64 sample points are nearly evenly distributed in the 40 × 40
× 40 mm3 space to ensure the coverage of the prostate volume
[see Fig. 10(a)]. Then the three registration algorithms of ICP
[36], Kabsch [40], and Landmark [41] are adopted to solve the
transformation matrix PtipTI. The LOO-CV method is adopted to
take 64 repeating experiments of leave-one-out cross-validation.
The experimental accuracy of US probe calibration in the whole
system is given in Table II. The distribution of sample points and
calibration points in 3D space (an example of ICP algorithm) is
shown in Fig. 10.

As given in Table II, when the ICP algorithm is used to
solve the transformation matrix of I frame to Ptip frame, the
MAE, RMSE, and SD of US probe calibration in the whole
system are 0.65, 0.72, and 0.31 mm, respectively. The MAE
of US probe calibration in the whole system is the same for
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Fig. 10. Distributions of sample positions. (a){RPNtip(1), …,
RPNtip(64)}. (b) {PtipPNtip(1), …, PtipPNtip(64)}. (d) {IPNtip(1), …,
IPNtip(64)} in 3-D space. Taking the positions of needle-tip of 64 frames
of US-image manually. (e) Distributions of 64 truth points, {PtipPNtip(1),
…, PtipPNtip(64)}, and its corresponding calibration points in 3-D space
(an example of ICP algorithm).

TABLE II
ACCURACY OF US PROBE CALIBRATION

the three registration algorithms. The RMSE and SD of these
registration algorithms are very close. At the same time, in the
64 experiments with the ICP algorithm, most of these calibration
results’ errors (MAE) are around 0.6 mm, and over half of them
are less than 0.6 mm, and only two experimental errors (1.67
and 1.64 mm) of them are greater than 1.1 mm (see Fig. 11).
Furthermore, the accuracy evaluation between truth points and
calculation points are shown in Fig. 10(e). It shows that the
positions of calculation points and the truth points’ positions
in 3-D space are well registered. These results indicate that the
proposed method is effective.

D. Comparison of the Proposed Method With
Existing Methods

To thoroughly verify the effectiveness of the proposed
method, we implemented an experimental comparison and a
parametrical comparison of the proposed method with existing
methods in this section, respectively.

Fig. 11. Distribution histogram of 64 experimental errors (an example
of ICP algorithm).

Fig. 12. (a) Experimental setups of the N-wire phantom method.
(b) Multiwedge phantom method.

1) Experimental Comparison: In image-based calibration,
the improved N-wire phantom method [22] and multiwedge
phantom method [25] are state-of-the-art. Therefore, we imple-
mented the experimental comparison of these two methods with
the proposed method for our previously developed US-guided
dual-arm robotic brachytherapy system, respectively. The ex-
perimental setups of the improved N-wire phantom method and
the multi-wedge phantom method are shown in Fig. 12(a) and
(b), respectively. A Polaris spectra optical tracker [Northern
Digital Inc. (NDI), Waterloo, ON, Canada] with two optical
devices (each device contains four optical makers), an N-wire
phantom, and a multi-wedge phantom are used here. The two
optical devices are fixed on the phantom and robotic end-flange,
respectively, and faced the NDI tracker. Then the transformation
matrix between the two optical devices can be obtained by the
NDI tracker directly. In this experiment, we first used the N-wire
method and multiwedge method to calibrate the transformation
matrix PtipTI, respectively. Then we took another 12 US images
to test the calibration accuracy of the whole system (includes
the needle, US probe, robotic arms, and the external optical
tracker and phantom) based on the calibrated matrices PtipTI

of the N-wire phantom method, multi-wedge phantom method,
and the proposed method, respectively. The experimental results
are given in Table III.

As given in Table III, our proposed mechanism-image fusion-
based calibration method is significantly better than the other two
image-based methods in terms of the calibration accuracy of the
whole system. Specifically, considering the ICP algorithm as an
example, the MAE, RMSE, and SD of the whole system in our
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TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

WITH IMAGE-BASED METHODS

proposed method are only 0.67, 0.73, and 0.30 mm, respectively.
Those values are far less than the MAE (3.51 mm), RMSE
(4.18 mm), and SD (2.26 mm) of the N-wire phantom calibration
method and the MAE (3.11 mm), RMSE (3.19 mm), and SD
(0.74 mm) of the multi-wedge phantom calibration method.

2) Parametrical Comparison: In mechanism-based calibra-
tion, Shen et al. [27] proposed an arbitrary-wire phantom cal-
ibration method that is state-of-the-art. Therefore, we also im-
plemented a parametrical comparison of the proposed method
with this method. In this method, the calibration accuracy of
the image of this method was 1.022±0.085 mm. In contrast, the
calibration accuracy of the whole system of our proposed method
is only 0.65±0.31 mm. Therefore, the above results of both
comparisons all justified the outperformance of the proposed
method.

E. Evaluation of Execution Time

The whole procedure was implemented on a computer that has
an Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-6700 CPU, 16 GB RAM, and Windows
7 (64-bit) operating system. The total execution time includes
two parts of mechanical calibration and US probe calibration,
where most of the time is spent on taking sample data. Specifi-
cally, in the first part of the mechanical calibration, the execution
time of taking sample data, including moving top-model-tip
to reference-tip, moving needle-tip to reference-tip, moving
probe-tip to reference-tip, moving the probe, and recording data,
is about 5 min. But, in practice operation, the time may be less
or more than 5 minutes that is mainly affected by the operator
familiarity. In the second part of the US probe calibration, the
execution time of taking 64 sample data, including moving
the probe 64 times, taking 64 US images, and marking the
needle-tip position in these US images, is about 10 min. The
number of taking sample data is directly related to execution time
because it takes about 10 s to take a sample data. The attention
here is that the positions of moving the probe 64 times can be
designed by yourself before taking the experiment. This design
will significantly help to reduce the time of taking sample data.
For example, in our paper, 64 sample positions are designed to
form a 40 × 40 × 40 mm3 cube before experimenting. And in
the process of marking the needle-tip position of the US image,
all the needle-tip positions of these US images are automatically
obtained by the program. On the other hand, the execution times
of the data processing program of the two parts are all less than

1 second. Therefore, the entire calibration’s execution time is
about 15 min.

IV. DISCUSSION

This article proposed a mechanism-image fusion approach to
the calibration of a US-guided dual-arm robotic brachytherapy
system. The purpose of the experiments described in Section III
was to determine how well the proposed approach could ac-
complish the accurate calibration of the US-guided dual-arm
robotic brachytherapy system. These results showed that the
calibration accuracy of the whole system was specifically high
(0.65±0.31mm) and significantly better than that of the existing
state-of-the-art methods. The primary reason is that one arm of
the dual-arm robotic system is used as a substitute for tracker and
phantom to calibrate the other arm. Therefore, with the proposed
approach, no external tracker and complex phantom are needed,
and then the errors of these external devices themselves cannot
be accumulated. As a result, the proposed approach can ensure a
sufficiently high calibration accuracy Another possible reason is
that the proposed approach is based on the high accuracy of the
dual-arm robotic system. It ensures the reliability of the sample
data.

On the other hand, existing calibration methods often need
external tracker and phantom, which are not the control object of
the needle insertion. Therefore, the calibration accuracy of their
methods could not be well maintained in the needle insertion
process. For example, in [31], although it achieves a high accu-
racy of the US probe calibration in 1.04 mm, the accuracy during
needle insertion was 2.28 and 3.86 mm at the apex and base of
the prostate phantom, respectively. In contrast, by implementing
the proposed calibration approach, the US probe calibration is
based on the needle localization while the needle is also the
controlled object of needle insertion. Therefore, the calibration
accuracy of the system is improved while the needle insertion
accuracy could be well maintained. This consistency is also a
good advantage over existing methods.

However, the limitation of our approach is that the proposed
calibration method is only suitable for dual/multiple-arm robotic
systems and hard to be applied for single-arm robotic brachyther-
apy systems.

V. CONCLUSION

This article presents a mechanism-image fusion approach
to calibration of a US-guided dual-arm robotic brachytherapy
system to ensure the high calibration accuracy of the whole
system. With this approach, no external tracker or complex
phantom is needed as the dual-arm robotic system can use one
arm as a substitute for tracker and phantom to calibrate the other
arm, which not results in accumulative errors. The needle-tip
positions localized by the mechanism and image are utilized
while the needle is also the controlled object of needle inser-
tion. The experiments using three registration algorithms were
performed, and then the calibration results were validated using
the leave-one-out cross-validation method with our previously
developed US-guided dual-arm robotic brachytherapy system.
The results showed that the calibration accuracy of the whole
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system was effective using the proposed method. Besides, we
also implemented the experimental comparison and parametri-
cal comparison of the proposed method with the existing state-
of-the-art methods. The results of both comparisons justified the
outperformance of the proposed method. Furthermore, the whole
calibration’s execution time was evaluated at about 15 min.

In the future, to further improve the targeted accuracy of
needle insertion, we will study how to reduce the error caused
by the soft tissue deformation and how to adaptively control the
interactional force between soft tissue and US probe. Further-
more, we will take the clinical trials of prostate brachytherapy.
After that, we will apply this approach to our final US-guided
dual-arm robotic brachytherapy system.
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